The article considers peculiarities of underwater monitoring of moving objects in the shallow water areas, particularly seaports. These areas are characterized by a multitude of factors influencing the efficiency of detection. Nonstationarity conditions of sound propagation and specific interference caused by shipping are the major factors. The various algorithms for the space-time signal processing have been tested and some experimental results are presented. It has been shown that the use of clipped mode in conjunction with the correlation processing of wideband signals and subsequent speckle tracking allow realizing high efficiency of monitoring.
Introduction
Shallow sea areas, such as sea ports, are characterized by several factors, significantly complicating detection of small moving underwater objects. The main factors are strong multi-ray sound propagation and bottom-surface reverberation. Known solutions or these problems are based on the use of highly directional arrays in two planes and application of complex wideband signals with subsequent correlation processing. The most of short-range sonars use these approaches. There are other factors which significantly influence the detection and tracking-intensive shipping in port areas. Shipping creates two types of noise. First of all moving vessel generates powerful turbulent perturbations (the wakes), which leads to strong amplitude and phase fluctuations in received echo signals. Because of the small depths such disturbances can produce a kind of "phase" screen between the object and the receiving arrays which can completely destroy the wave front of coming echo-signals. The second type of noise is powerful active signals from different echo-sounders installed on ships that operate continuously, and noise generated by ship itself. Frequencies of echo sounders may be close to the operating frequency of underwater monitoring systems, and very often they become "blind" for a while. Noise generated by ship is generally in a low frequency range, however, because of its very high intensity and non ideal shape of the input filter frequency response some part of the ship noise may penetrate into signal processing unit. It is known that for specified waveguides the optimal signal processing technique is based on matched filtering processing, MFP [1] [2], and time reversed acoustics, TRA [3] . However, several factors prevent their practical use. MFP is not effective because calculation or measuring of transfer functions of waveguide is impossible to manage them with sufficient accuracy in such conditions. TRA requires the spacing of receiving and transmitting arrays which is often impossible in real port conditions. In this paper we will consider and compare experimental results of different methods of signal processing, namely, standard correlation procedures with a fixed and adaptive threshold in linear and nonlinear modes and speckle tracking signal processing.
Some Theoretical Background

Standard Algorithms of Signal Processing
Structure of generalized receiving tract of signal processing is presented in Figure 1 .
Probe signals are complex wide-band signals with 1 FT ∆  , where F ∆ -frequency band, T -duration of probe signal. In accordance with this scheme, we will consider the following algorithms for the space-time signal processing.
• Space processing: 2D beamforming which is a standard procedure based on Fourier processing (compensation of time delays of signals in angle channels with next summation).
• Time processing was realized in two modes:
° linear mode: amplification of input signals in high dynamic range, calculation of correlation function, normalization. ° non-linear mode: amplification of input signals, deep bilateral limitation (clipping), calculation of sign correlation.
• The last procedure is a threshold detection with a fixed threshold ( )
and the following decision "yes" or "no". Formally, the received echo signals in some angle channels , α β can be written as 2 arcsin π
where const a = , 2 σ -dispersion of signal. Obviously the dispersion of output signal is equal to 2 2 a σ = . It is seen that losses because of clipping is about 30%. Despite the great advantages of clipping mode, namely the persistence of a false alarm and substantial simplification of signal processing (minimum dynamic range), its application for active sonar is often questioned by specialists. Their main argument is that a strong object can mask the weak object. This statement is not quite correct, because usually the quantitative relationships between the intensities of the strong and weak signals are not specified in such disputes. Moreover, all such statements are usually considered for stationary noise, which is not typical for the port areas. In the same time, rigorous theoretical analysis shows that clipping allows simultaneous detection of both strong and weak signals, albeit with some loss of noise immunity. One of theoretical results is demonstrated on Figure 2 , [4] . It follows from Figure 2 , that the losses of output signal/noise ratio for clipping mode are more and less significant only if input signal/noise ratio is more than 2 -3 (6 -10 dB). If we will take into account that the input signal/noise ratio for small objects is very small ( ) input 1 S N  , clipping mode will play the linear mode only for very large input signals. Because in the real world we can meet a variety of cases, it was interesting to consider the use of both modes of processing for the same environments to compare them.
Speckle Tracking Methods
If unknown scattering medium is placed between moving point source and the receiving array the registered field becomes random, and the received signals are characterized by strong amplitude-phase modulation. Angular wave spectrum is greatly extended, and the standard spatial signal processing leads to a large ambiguity of measured coordinates of a point source. Speckle-interferometry methods for measuring the parameters of objects through scattering media are based on the existence of short-time coherence of scattered fields recorded at different moments of time, if during this period the scattering medium was stable [5] - [8] . It is important that the detail information about inhomogeneous medium is not necessary. Thus the information about the source parameters is extracted from correlation characteristics of the scattered fields. First, this principle has been demonstrated in the classical optical work of Burch and Tokarski, [9] , and later these methods have resulted in a whole new trend in optics and acoustics, and received different names: "speckle interferometry", "speckle tracking" and "speckle holography". Moreover, it appeared that this idea is applicable to restore acoustical images of extended objects, not just the point objects through scattering medium [8] . Multibeam waveguide is significantly heterogeneous medium and therefore it was interesting whether such speckle methods can be applied to such environments. Theoretical analysis was first published in [3] and below we only state the main results. First of all let's remind the basic idea of speckle method (Figure 3) . Let inhomogeneous scattering layer is positioned between the moving point sound source and a 2D receiving array, and we need to measure the trajectory of this source. Properties of the inhomogeneous layer are such that it completely distorts the wave front from the source and the registered fields look like noise images due scattering and so the usual beam forming is senseless. In a moment of time 1 t t = let's register the intensity of scattered field ( ) 1 , I x y on array. In some time 2 1 t t t = + ∆ the point source will slightly change its position and we register the second distribution of intensity ( ) 2 , I x y . This second image looks like the first image and visually differences between the two images are not detectable. It turns out that if the shift of the point source ∆ satisfies to certain conditions, the two intensity distributions are correlated. Well known Young's fringes are the result of such correlation, Figure 2 . Having the result of correlation it is simple to reconstruct the image of point source using Fourier transformation of Q. Note that detail information about parameters of scattering layer to reconstruct the image was not required. As follows from this consideration the speckle principle is very simple, but, of course, its implementation is not possible in all conditions. The main condition is that the speed fluctuation of the scattering layer must be much less than the speed of movement of the point source. 
Speckle Tracking in Waveguides
Acoustic field in the stratified or ideal waveguide can be described as a group of modes or rays. At receiving this field on vertical or horizontal arrays of big waved imensions after standard beam forming we will obtain the output discrete angular spectrum of modes, which leads to ambiguity of direction finding. The basic idea of the speckle method is that under certain assumptions the formed angular spectrum of modes can be regarded as a unique speckle pattern. If at some shift of the echo source, this pattern will not change its structure, speckle interferometry method can be used to measure the trajectory of the source, without resorting to MFP or TRA methods, [6] [7] . Let's place a horizontal antenna in the waveguide at a distance R from echo source. The received field on i-th element of array can be written as a sum of running modes: 
Equation (5) shows that the phase factor before the sum describes a plane wave incident on the antenna at an angle α . If sound source will shift on angle α ′ and distance R′ factor as the sum in (5) will change its form we can rewrite (6) as
Therefore the allowable shift on distance will be
Because for the most ocean waveguides the values of m possible shift of distance can be about 750 m and phase factor will not change its form that is necessary to implement the method of speckle interferometry [7] . At higher frequencies, this condition becomes more severe, for example for 100 F = kHz the allowable variations in distance between two expositions becomes the order of meters or less. The detail algorithms of signal processing are described in [6] .
Experimental Results
In all experiments we used cylindrical array on frequency 100 F = kHz with horizontal directivity 2  and vertical directivity about 9  . Horizontal sector of view was changeable from 45  up to 270  . Probe signals were LFM signals with a bandwidth 27 kHz and different duration. In linear mode TVG was used.
Linear Mode and Clipping Mode of Detection
First of all we want to demonstrate the sonar images in linear mode and clipping mode, Figure 4(a), Figure 4(b) . On this Figure 3 one can see many different objects. The right side, marked by red rectangular, is stationary port constructions-breakwater, betony walls and other underwater units. The image in a red oval is unknown echo signal. Red arrows are detected moving small boats. The left low side of images is a zone of strong reverberation, the depth of this zone is no more than 4 meters. There is no principal difference between these two images. Clipping mode is reproducing all details of sonar images in a linear mode and practically with the same contrast and relative intensities except some details of strong reflecting stationary objects. Moreover the tracking of moving boats is more reliable in clipping mode though possibly the law of TVG in linear mode has not been accurate
Suppression of Stationary Objects
Since speckle interferometry methods allocate only nonstationary echo-signals, they can be effectively used to suppress coherent echo signals reflected from stationary objects. Port areas piers, concrete pillars, breakwaters and other underwater structures mounted on the bottom are such objects. Practical implementation of speckleinterferometry methods in this case are similar to the known algorithms of through-periodical subtraction of signals to suppress the background noise from local stationary objects in radar: in both cases the operation of subtraction of signals is using though in different ways. Some experimental results are presented on Figure 5 . Standard signal processing has included beam forming, correlation processing of LFM probe signals and threshold detection. Equivalent radius of moving object was about (−17 dB). Yellow circle is a proposed area of object position. One can see that some echo-signals from object are detected but reliable tracking is absent, (zone 3). Left side of image is the reverberation (zone 1) and in zone 2 underwater constructions are clearly seen. The trajectory of moving object after speckle processing is presented on Figure 6 (b) (zone 3). Note that suppression of stationary objects was used for horizontal sector + (15  -80  ) only and echo-signals from zone 2 are deleted completely.
Influence of Wakes
First of all we want to present some experimental results of detection of wakes, generated by high-speed small boats which are constantly observed in seaports. The equivalent scattering radius of these boats with a very low draft is very small, and normally they can be detected only due to the produced turbulent wake. One of the example is presented on Figure 7(a), Figure 7(b) . In this experiment the speed of the boat was about 13 knots. Images are in Cartesian coordinates. It is clearly seen that "life" time of this wake is rather big-the wake is clearly detected in 20 minutes, though it expands and weakens.
The Influence of Wakes on the Detection
Next data demonstrate the influence of wake on the detection of small underwater moving target, Figures 8(a)-(c) . On the frame Figure 8 (a) two objects are detected. Signal processing is a correlation compression of LFM signals. One can see the trajectory of moving boat and small moving object on distance about 450 m. The object was on the depth about 4 meters and distance between object and boat was about 55 meters. The object was reliably detected only because of the turbulent layer has not yet enough time to develop on a big depth and spacing 
The Influence of Strong Noise Generated by Moving Ship
The next data demonstrate the effectiveness of speckle tracking in a presence of strong reverberation. The average depth of ocean port area was about 12 m and the depth of receiving array was 4, 5 meters. Standard correlation processing did not give the image of reliable trajectory of moving object, though sometimes it was reliably detectable: red dots on the image Figure 9(a) . Correlation processing of clipped signals with speckle tracking practically provided constant detection of the moving object.
Analysis and Discussion
Several problems hamper the effective detection of small objects moving in shallow areas and especially in port areas. Shallow depth leads to a strong multipath sound propagation that makes use highly directional arrays in both angular planes. Heavy shipping traffic generates several types of interference as additive noise (noise of ships and their navigation acoustic equipment) and multiplicative noise caused by turbulent wakes. Set conditions lead to the fact that such propagation channels can not be regarded as channels with fixed and stationary parameters. No stationary channel makes use besides of standard procedures the signal processing some additional methods of signal processing, namely adaptive threshold detection in different angle channels, speckle tracking and clipping of input signals because this mode can stabilize false alarm. Despite the fact that the clipped mode at very high signal/noise ratio from strong source reduces the efficiency of the detection of a weak signal, it successfully eliminates noise nonstationarity that it is more important in these conditions. Some experimental data for sea port area are presented on the Figure 10, Figure 11 . The dependence of output signal/noise ratio for constant value of threshold is presented on Figure 10 for both modes-linear and clipping mode. First of all we can see that moving object with target strength about (-17 dB) is detected reliably on the distances no more than 300 meters. On bigger distances the object is detectable randomly. Pay attention that real difference between linear mode and clipping mode is small (no more than 2 -2.5 dB) and this result is in a good correlation with theory.
The introduction of an adaptive threshold with speckle tracking radically changes the situation at bigger distances and the object is confidently detected in both modes, although due to interference nonstationarity clipped mode with speckle tracking works better, since there are no signal gaps, Figure 11 . In a linear mode some disappearance of the signals is still observed.
Similar data for other water area are presented in the following Figure 12 . The peculiarity of this port area was intensive navigation of vessels with large displacement, multiple signals from echo-sounders and a big number of speed boats.
From Figure 12 it follows that in these conditions standard signal processing even with an adaptive threshold can not provide detection of small object on big distances and in the same time clipping mode with correlation and speckle tracking provide reliable detection on big distances.
Conclusion
Standard correlation signal processing in unsteady conditions of sound propagation in shallow areas can not provide reliable detection and tracking of underwater small moving objects even with the adaptive threshold in all angular channels. Clipping mode in conjunction with sign correlation and speckle-tracking processing can significantly increase the probability of detection and obtain a stable track of a moving object. Wakes are strongly influence on detection capabilities, but today it is not so clear how to overcome these effects in combined mode "receiving-transmitting". If for some practical applications the wakes are basic and prevalent factor preventing detection, it is necessary to use the TRA although from a technical point of view it is more complex for practical realization in port areas.
